The temporal dynamics and the discriminative information in the audio signals are very crucial for the Acoustic Scene Classification (ASC). In this work, we propose a temporal feature learning method with hierarchical architecture called Multi-Layer Temporal Pooling (MLTP). Via recursive nonlinear feature mappings and temporal pooling operations, our proposed MLTP can effectively capture the high-level temporal dynamics for an entire audio signal with arbitrary duration in an unsupervised way. With the patch-level discriminative features extracted by a simple pre-trained convolutional neural network (CNN) as input, our method attempts to learn the temporal features for the entire audio sample which will be directly used to train the classifier. Experimental results show that our method significantly improves the ASC performance. Without using any data augmentation techniques or ensemble strategies, our method can still achieve the state of art performance with only one lightweight CNN and a single classifier.
INTRODUCTION AND RELATED WORK
Acoustic Scene Classification (ASC) is a typical audio classification task, which is one of the most crucial components in the computational auditory analysis and the essential preprocessing stage for the robust speech recognition system. In general, ASC approaches need to extract meaningful and discriminative features for various acoustic scenes or events, these features are either computed by handcrafted methods [1] [2] [3] [4] or captured by learning based methods [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] .
Among these handcrafted methods, [1, 2, 3] attempted to extract discriminative features by combining multiple Low-Level Descriptors (LLD) such as: cepstral, spectral, energy related and voicing features. And [4] adopted auditory summary statistics as features to model the background of acoustic scenes. From the current results of the DCASE challenges in 2016, 2017 and 2018 [16] [17] [18] , it is easy to find that, more attention has been drawn to the deep learned solutions. In the DCASE 2017, the rank first was won by the Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN) [8] , and the second place belonged to the CNN [9] . In 2018, the top-2 results were both achieved by the CNNs [10, 11] . With deeper and more complex hierarchical architectures, deep learned methods can build more expressive models in order to obtain richer features for the audio signals.
In this study, we argue that the temporal dynamics contained in the audio signals should be considered during feature learning, as the audio signal is a time series constrained by its chronological order. Some successful works have been done to exploit temporal information contained in audio signals at present, [12, 13] utilize Bidirectional LSTM (Bi-LSTM) to capture temporal dynamics in the audio sequence, in [15] , patch-level features obtained by the convolutions and max-pooling operations were fed into the gated recurrent units (GRUs) to learn the temporal context variability. In contrast with the LSTM or RNN based methods, the temporal pooling method in our previous work [5] which was inspired by [19, 20] can transform an audio sample with arbitrary time length to a fixed length feature representation which encodes the temporal dynamics contained in the corresponding sample. Furthermore, our temporal feature learning is essentially based on the Support Vector Regression (SVR) [21] which builds the direct relationship between the input feature sequence and their time indexes. The category labels are not required during the whole learning procedure, and it is quite efficient compared with the RNN based methods.
With the experiences in our previous work [5] , the temporal feature learning is more effective when using patch-level features than frame-level features. Therefore, in this work, a CNN model with a reasonable size were trained to obtain the discriminative patch-level feature sequence for each audio samples, and then we use this mid-level features as input to generate the temporal feature for each audio sample. Considering [5] is a shallow learning model, which may not be sufficient to handle the richer patch-level features gotten by CNN. We further extend our method to a deeper structure called Multi-Layer Temporal Pooling (MLTP). Once all the features for the audio samples in the training set are generated, we use them to train a Support Vector Machine (SVM). We evaluate our system on the DCASE2018 ASC task [18] . Results show that, without using any data augmentation techniques, results fusion or ensemble strategies our MLTP method outper-forms the baseline system [18] with 16.1% and 13.1% improvements on the development set and evaluation set respectively.
PROPOSED METHOD
The framework of our proposed method is illustrated in Figure 1 . It mainly consists of three stages: the frame-level feature extraction for the waveform audio sample, the patchlevel CNN feature learning using pre-trained CNN model and the high-level temporal feature learning using our proposed temporal pooling method. The generated temporal features for all the training samples in the development set will be directly used to train the SVM classifier. 
Patch-level Features Generated by Proposed CNN
Inspired by [7, 21] , we design a CNN for our classification task, which architecture is similar with the VGG [22] . The proposed network architecture is descripted in Table 1 . In order to overcome the overfitting problem of [7] , three modifications had been made: (1) reducing the filter numbers by 50% in each convolutional layer; (2) enlarging the pooling size in the time domain of the last max-pooling layer and adding 30% dropout to each max-pooling layer; (3) using smaller full-connected layers with 50% dropout. With these modifications, the patch-wise accuracy of our CNN architecture has been significantly improved and the parameters scale is reduced from 2.310 8 to 1.310 6 . To accelerate convergence, we also performed Batch Normalization (BN) [23] for each convolutional layer and Full-Connected (FC) layer during training. According to our previous work [5] , our temporal pooling method benefits from considering the parts with the negative values in the input sequence, therefore we use the Leaky ReLU [24] activations instead of the ReLU activations to ensure that the useful part with negative values in the patch-level CNN features can be reserved. 
Multi-Layer Temporal Pooling
For one training audio sample, the proposed CNN can learn the effective discriminative information from its small patches and category label. However, the individual learning mechanism would lose some important temporal relations between the consecutive patches. Hence, the temporal information of the whole sequence will not be captured. For this matter, we propose a hierarchical temporal feature learning method based on a regularized SVR to capture the temporal variations in audio signals. As shown in Figure 1 , the temporal pooling method takes the mid-level CNN features as the input. Hence, to adequately handle such deep learned complex features sequence, we extend the former proposed temporal pooling mechanism [5] into a deeper structure: MLTP. An MLTP architecture with two layers is illustrated in Figure 2 . Let X (l) = {x1 (l) , …, xt (l) } represent the input feature sequence for layer l. In this temporal pooling layer, we first conduct a non-linear feature mapping () for X (l) , which is used for capturing the complex dynamic information contained in the audio sequence.
In our work, we adopt  2 kernel and posneg kernel [19] to do non-linear feature mapping respectively. The latter one can be regarded as a simplified version of Hellinger kernel [25] , where the primal form is given as,
since the part with negative values in the feature, directly using (1) can bring a rather complex kernel. According to our former work [5] , the negative parts of the features also contain useful information. Hence, in practice, we divide the patch-level features from activations into two parts with negative and nonnegative values respectively before doing square root. In this manner, a much more concise kernel will be obtained,
where KRe{hell} can be regarded as the real part of Khell, (x) represents the expansion of x, called posneg, which doubles the dimension of the original feature.
Once the non-linear feature mapping is completed, we will obtain the expanded feature sequence (X (l) ) for the temporal pooling. For better description, we use V = {v1, …, vT} represents the feature sequence (X (l) ). The temporal pooling operation () can be regarded as a sequence encoding, its goal is to transform V into a single fixed dimensional vector (V) which contains the latent temporal information of the entire sequence. In this work, we use a linear function:
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with the coefficients u to reconstruct the temporal information, and try to learn u such that φ should satisfy the following constraint,
where ta and tb are the time indexes of the input sequence. To find this optimal vector, we exploit a point-by-point optimization strategy based on SVR, which makes a direct connection between each vt and t,
where vt is the feature vector at time t, and the time index t is taken as the label, []>0 = max{, 0} is the -insensitive loss function [21] ,  is a penalty factor used to balance the flatness of fitting function and the reconstruction error tolerance range. Once the optimal vector u is generated, it will be taken as the temporal feature for the input sequence. Except for the pooling operation of the last layer which will take the entire output sequence from the previous layer as input, each pooling operation () of the corresponding pooling layer encodes the temporal dynamics of the subsequence from the previous layer with a sliding window. Hence, the depth of the whole structure and the width of each layer is controlled by the stride and the window size for each layer. According to our experimental results, a 2-layer MLTP with window size three and stride two is sufficient for our ASC task.
EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

Dataset and Features
We evaluate our proposed method on the DCASE: TUT Urban Acoustic Scenes 2018 Dataset [3] . It consists of ten acoustic scenes, and each audio sample lasts 10 seconds. There are 8640 samples and 3600 samples in development set and evaluation set respectively, and labels are only provided in the development set.
Through all the experiments, we convert the audio samples to 48 kHz sampling rate, 16 bits/sample, mono channel. And 40, 80 and 120 bands Log-Mel energies for each converted audio sample respectively with frame size 40ms and 25% overlap are extracted. To obtain the temporal information during the MLTP training, each frame-level descriptor sequence should be split into smaller patches with fixed length. Finally, each patch has 50 frames (i.e. 1sec), and patches with three different sizes: 50×40, 50×80 and 50×120 are respectively used as the network inputs.
CNN Training Parameters and Results
Before training, we first normalize the Log-Mel energies for each frame, and then we calculate the means and the standard deviations through time on the training set to standardize all the input patches. And two kinds of input patches with 25% overlap and no overlap are split.
During training, the initial learning rate is set to 0.1 and decreases in the logarithmic domain during each iteration. The mini-batch size is 128 and the momentum is set to 0.9 throughout the whole training procedure. To alleviate overfitting, the l2-regularization is added to the cross-entropy loss with a weight decay of 0.001, and the dropout rates for each max-pooling layer and each full-connected layer are 0.3 and 0.5 respectively. Our network is used to generate the mid-level descriptors for the MLTP training, hence we only evaluate the network with the patch-wise accuracy.
Results in Table 2 show that, when 120 Log-Mel bands energies and 25% overlap between adjacent patches are used, the network achieves the best performance. By using BN for the outputs of each layer, the model can convergence within 20 epochs through all the experiments, and each network training can complete within 30 minutes when using one NVIDIA 1080 Ti GPU card. Then, we save the model parameters with the highest patch-wise accuracy to extract the mid-level descriptors for the MLTP feature learning. 
Classifying with MLTP Features
We choose the pre-trained CNN model with the best patchwise accuracy mentioned in Section 3.2 to obtain the last full-connected layer output for each input patch with 25% over-lap in development dataset. Thus, each audio sample would be represented by a patch-level feature sequence formed by these CNN vectors. Then, our proposed MLTP method will use this sequence as input to generate the MLTP feature for the corresponding audio sample. As mentioned in Section 2.2, the temporal pooling layer of our MLTP mainly consists of two components: the nonlinear feature mapping and the temporal pooling based on SVR. In this case, we conduct two sets of experiments one by one to find the optimal MLTP configuration for our ASC task. In the first set, the feature mapping kernel type and SVM classifier kernel function are fixed with the posneg kernel and the  2 kernel respectively. Under these conditions, we attempt to investigate the optimal SVR penalty factor  for the MLTP according to the average class-wise classification accuracy. Meanwhile, we compare the performances between 1-layer Temporal Pooling (TP) and the MLTP with two layers. Results in Table 3 show that, the 2-layer MLTP always performs better than the 1-layer TP under 6 different penalty factors. And when the penalty factor  is set to 0.01, our MLTP achieves the best performance. By using the optimal  found in the former experiments, we further investigate how different kernel types applied in feature mapping and SVM classifier effect the performance of MLTP. As the results illustrated in Table 4 , the best accuracy 75.8% is achieved when the posneg kernel is applied for both the feature mapping and the classifier.
We further trained our model with the optimal configurations found in the previous experiments on the whole development set, and tested our system on the evaluation set provided by DCASE 2018. Results in Table 5 show that, our system obviously outperforms the DCASE 2018 baseline [18] , Bi-LSTM [13] and CRNN [14] in both development set and evaluation set. Compared with the top-1 work of the challenge in [10] , our system outperforms their best system and achieves the similar accuracy with their late fusion results of nine CNN models. 
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed an efficient novel multiple layer temporal feature learning method for ASC task, which can effectively capture the high-level temporal dynamics for an entire audio data with arbitrary duration. The experimental results on the DCASE2018 ASC dataset showed that, our MLTP method indeed improved the ASC system performance, and the pre-trained model with better performance is more helpful to our proposed method.
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